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Until Bigotry, Prejudice And Malicious Inhuman Self– Interest Is Replaced By Understanding,
Tolerance and Goodwill, Until Then, There Will Be War…… H.I.M Haile Selassie 1st.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO RASTAFARI UNITED NEWSLETTER

FROM THE “ROARING 70’S BY
ZENO OBI CONSTANCE:

A new force was emerging among the
grassroots of Trinidad and Tobago.
From the poverty stricken hills of
Lavantille to the folk centered
communities of Cedros and
Charlotteville came the rhythms of
Reggae and the rise of Rastafari.
Many of the brothers and sisters who
had been
influenced by the events of the early
and mid seventies were now the sons and
daughters of Jah Rastafari.
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FROM EDITORS LITTLE BOX IN THE CORNER OF
THE ROOM
Greetings and Blessed love from the editor’s bench. This is
the third publication of the FREEDOM FIGHTER. We are
happy to say that it has been very well received by the global
Rastafari family. Misgana. The paper has been reprinted and
distributed by different ones in places where there are no
computers. We urge one and one to reprint, even if it’s only
one copy you can afford to print and pass along to a friend.
2005 promises to be filled with news and events coming
directly from Trinidad and Tobago, as we train Idren and
Sistren and upgrade I n I communications in T n T.
The educational dept. of the TTRU has begun work in this
area (training).
MISGANA.

IN DIS ISSUE
Page 3 ………………….HIM Speaks / Ethiopian Women of Power
Page 4…………………..Kaiso ( calypso)
Page 5……………..……Nottinghill Carnival / Neem Revolution
Page 6 …………...……..”Dis is Bacchanal”
Page 7 ………………….Caribbean Deportation
Page 8 ………...………...Story Time / Yemanja— Bro. Lance
Page 9 …………..…...….Trinidad Boboshanti
Page 10………………....Charlemont Reggae
Page 11………………....Soullution Band / Trinidad Author
Page 12 –13 …………… “ The Barbados Experience”
by Ras Iral Jabari
Page 14 ………………...Michael Thelwell @ Montague, Ma. 2003
This issue of the “FREEDOM FIGHTER” is Livicated to Two Very Special Idren in Trinidad — Ras Allan Joseph
& Ras Lincoln Noreiga— TTRU Founders.
Cover Art— Ras Ravin-I
Design and layout— Ras Ravin-I / Bro. Joel Heaton
Contributing Writers— Ras Iral Jabari / Ras Ravin-I / Professor Lance Seunarine /
Photographs— Bro. Joel Heaton / Stephen Mendes Photo Gallery, Barbados /
H.I.M Photos— TTRU Rastafari Archives
Disclaimer : Please bear in mind that some of the stories in our newsletter DO NOT reflect the views and knowledge of the
TTRU news staff or it’s members. Thank you to the writers whose pieces we reprinted from different internet and book sources,
we find some of these stories most interesting and worth acknowledgement and reasoning.
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RASTAFARI SPEAKS

ETHIOPIAN WOMEN OF POWER
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Kaiso
“DE ROARING 70’S
By Bro. Valentino. 1986
Remember when Black people was denied
The privilege to work in dem banks
You forget who gave you this advantage
But to NJAC you should say thanks
Remember when white faces
Used to hold the top positions
So let us give all thanks and praise
To the 70’ revolution

The Mighty Chalkdust
REAL NAME: Hollis Urban Lester Liverpool
DATE OF BIRTH: March 5, 1941
PLACE OF BIRTH: Chaguaramas, Trinidad
EDUCATION: Nelson Street Boys' RC School St. Mary's
College Government Training College University of the West
Indies (B.A.) University of Michigan, Michigan, USA (Ph.D.
in History and Ethnomusicology, 1993)

Chalkdust won six Calypso Crowns: 1976 - 1977 1981- 1989 - 1993 - 2004
In addition to being a calypsonian, Chalkdust is a
teacher, historian, and writer. In 1979, he published
his Education Diploma dissertation "Carnival in
Trinidad and Tobago: Its Implications for Education
in Secondary Schools." His other publications include: "Kaiso and Society" (1986); "Calypsonians
to Remember" (1987); and "Rituals of Power & Rebellion: The Carnival Tradition in Trinidad & Tobago 1763-1962" (2001). Liverpool also served as
Director of Culture in the Trinidad & Tobago Government'
s Ministry of Culture. In the fall of 1999,
he spent 5 weeks in residence at the Center for
Black Music Research, Columbia College Chicago,
Illinois, USA. Liverpool has performed and lectured
extensively in the Caribbean, Europe, and North
America.
AWARD:
• 1976 - Trinidad & Tobago Humming Bird Medal
Silver (for Contribution to Calypso)
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Trini have a funny way of forgetting
Their history to them like it doh mean nothing
The history that went down here in the 1970’s
As doh it never was today in the 90’s
But doh care how they try to tarnish
These historic memories
I will always remember the roaring 70’s
Tell them to teach the children
About this piece of history
21st of April
The year of our lord 1970
Remember Basil Davis and Guy Harewood and Bro Valentine
Beverly Jones, Brian Jeffers and the others
Whose lives went down the line
I wonder if these people
Gave their lives for a hopeless cause
And for their deaths all those responsible
People the verdict is yours
A lot of men lived fast and died young
In this most historic decade
When Randy B used to come to town
With his Flying Squad on parade
The emphasis was on education
And when the young folks got too bright
The same institution
Turn around and out they light
Tell them to teach the children
About this piece of history
21st of April
The year of our lord 1970
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NOTTINGHILL CARNIVAL
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Spearheading the Neem Revolution.

Neem in Indian culture has been ranked higher than
'
Kalpavriksha'
, the mythological wish-fulfilling tree. In '
Sharh-eMufridat Al-Qanoon, neem has been named as '
Shajar-eMubarak'
,'
the blessed tree'
, because of its highly beneficial
properties. Although scientific studies are wanting, neem is reputed to purify air and the environment of noxious elements. Its
%
shade not only cools but prevents the occurrence of many dis" eases. During hot summer months in northern parts of the subcontinent, the temperature under the neem tree is ~10° C less
than the surrounding temperature; 10 air conditioners operated
together may not do the job as efficiently and economically as a
!
full grown neem. Restoration of the health of degraded soils and
ultimate use of such reclaimed wastelands lands through neem
!
is
another example of its value to humans. About a decade ago,
!
some 50,000 neem trees were planted over 10 km2 on the
Plains of Arafat to provide shade for Muslim pilgrims during
! (!
hajj. The neem plantation has had a marked impact on the area'
s
microclimate, micro flora, micro fauna, sand soil properties,
and when full grown could provide shade to 2 million pilgrims
!
)
*
!
(Ahmed 1995). It is an ancient belief that neem growing inside
-./
the house can keep the surrounding air clean of impurities and
thereby control environmental pollution. Also, hanging neem
!
twigs on the door of a house is said to offer protection against
pollution. The tree is not only beautiful to look at, providing
"
grandeur and serenity, but also serves as a refugia to many beneficial organisms, bats, birds, honey bees, spiders, etc. Honeycombs established on the neem tree are singularly free from the
galleria wax moth infestation. Many species of birds and fruit1
2
)
eating bats subsist on the sweet flesh of ripe fruits, while certain
(
"
rodents selectively feed on the kernel, confirming neem'
s safety
to warm-blooded animals. The litter of falling leaves improves
soil fertility and the organic content. Presently, little is known
"
about the mycorrhizal associations between neem and bacterial
and fungal endophytes, but the tree seems to be a living microcosm. The evergreen, perennial tree can survive up to from 200
to 300 years, if not cut down. Even a highly conservative esti!
*
mate of the '
environmental service'rendered by the tree @ US $
4
10 per month, would give an astonishing value of US $ 24,000
:
to 36,000 in its life time. Other economic uses of neem and the
3
(
benefits derived, such as biomass production, timber, seed and
honey are more tangible and quantifiable.
Neem in Reforestation and Agro forestry. Neem is a very valuable forestry species in India and Africa and is also becoming
!
popular in Tropical America, the middle east countries and in
!!
! !
Australia. Being a hardy, multipurpose tree, it is ideal for reforestation programs and for rehabilitating degraded, semiarid and
"
arid lands. in coastal Kenya. Large scale planting of neem has
!
been initiated in the Kwimba Afforestation Scheme in Tanzania.
8
<
!
In countries from Somalia to Mauritania, neem has been used
for halting the spread of the Sahara desert. neem cannot be
grown among agricultural crops due to its aggressive nature.
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Yuh see me……all yuh done know who ah talking bout….
now, coming from a particular region and going into ah different one will have ah effect, like in India dey say "karma" law of
cause and effect.
One will be affected by de regional change, and so one's expressions adapts to de change, and having the benefit of
exposure tuh two different regions creates it's own little
separate sound and re-entered into de dominant stream of
regional expressions.
But tuh never have been in ah region and use expressions of
that region sounds kinda funny.

Yuh know something.. I man really like de way people talk, Ah like de way how dey make demselves
sound, its funny ...listen there is nowhere in this
livity that says that one has to sound like ah
Jamaican or ah West Indian to show dat yuh
know bout Rastafari… so tell meh why all yuh
want tuh sound like all yuh from de Caribbean?
Now explain meh dat !!.
As soon as all yuh stop combing all yuh hair, de
word-sound change, is...wat ah gwan...is fi dis
and fi dat….look here…..
as all yuh know, dere is many different verbal
expressions aroung the world, so why all yuh
want to use the verbal expressions of de Caribbean to express the "I" and not use the expressions all yuh are accustomed to?, it would be a
lot easier to communicate to one's environment in the learned language of dat environment.

Ah edda ting wey does worry meh is de story bout de immaculate
conception. Now, is either ah chupid or somebody tink ah doh have
ah brain, check it out…..all dese years dem have meh believing dat
baby does come wen man an ooman have sex, ah have meh own
baby, so ah know dat is true, now as ah boy wen dey sen meh tuh
Sunday school, de Sunday school teacher tell meh de story bout how
Jesus born.
Yuh know de Christmas story bout Joseph and Mary an de donkey in
de cow pen an all dat, well...dis is what ah find funny, de Sunday
teacher school teacher say dat Joseph wasn’t de baby fadder. So if
Joseph wasn’t de baby fadder. How Mary get pregnant? Dat is some
funny bizness ah tell yuh, I must be need ah bush bath, Joseph...poor
fella...have to raise ah next man child….According tuh de laws of
nature...Joseph or some edda man had to screw Mary fuh she to get
pregnant…..so somebody lying...ah know is not me. Ah edda ting is
de story bout Cain and Abel. Now tell meh if ah chupid, Adam and
eve was de only two people on the earth, an den Eve had two sons, so
dat make three man and one ooman, Cain kill Abel and den he went
to the land of the north and there he found his wife. Now, some people tell meh dat Eve had more children. Dey had ah daughter, if dat is
so, den Cain take he sister to be he wife, an dat is incest. Dat is sure
some funny bizness dey ah tell yuh, and if dat is true, den it ok fuh
ah man to screw he modder or he sister, but we doh do that, cause it
wrong. Den ah Seven Days Adventist tell meh dat God did ordain dat
to be so back in dem days, but den I start thinking, if de word of God
is de same yesterday, today and forever, how come it was ok to do
dat back then and today it wrong? Like God going back on he
word…...ah tell all yuh something fishy going on dey,……
Anyway,...Leh meh hush meh mouth before somebody bust meh
head.

The TTRU in collaboration with the Gehrahoo Trace Improvement Committee
will be hosting a “small goal” soccer knock out tournament in 2005, games will be played
in the Fyzabad area,
so be on de look out, we will be posting flyers and dates and all pertinent information soon…...winners return
cup and cash prizes will be awarded, it promises to be a fun filled family event, so get out yuh Sunday best and
come out and support this wonderful community mobilization event .
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Deportation to the Caribbean :
Deportation to the Caribbean in 2004 has
climbed to over 6.000, according to US immigration officials.
Deportation to almost every island include, English, Spanish, French and Dutch, this represents
only about 4 percent of a total of more than
150.000 globally.
A large number of deportees have been convicted
of a crime in the United States and in the mix is
also some non-criminal elements.
The largest number of deportees going to the
Caribbean were returned to the Dominican Republic, with the second largest going to the already crime ridden island of Jamaica, Trinidad
and Tobago which is battling a kidnapping and
elevated crime situation, received over 250 convicted criminals.
Caribbean Leaders and Caribbean American Advocates have all agreed that the US dumping convicted criminals is adding to the already rising
crime rate in the region.
This, however has been rebuffed by Dr. Roy
Austin, the US Ambassador to Trinidad & Tobago, he stated recently “ Trinidadian criminals
deported from the US do not fit the picture of
hardened criminals who now commit most of the
serious crimes in Trinidad.”
Said Austin, “ Discussions of criminal deportees’
contribution to increasing crime rates in Trinidad
& Tobago abound; but rarely is there any concern for the reliability of the sources that for the
foundation of statements”
A six month Associated Press investigation, released in November of 2003, found that deportees are responsible for the crime waves overwhelming police and security forces in some
Countries across the region.-
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YEMANJA
“YEMANJA” Taken from Professor Lance Seunarine’s “ STORIES MEH MODDER TOLD MEH” ©
In the pantheon of African Gods, amongst the Yorubas of
Nigeria, there are the Orishas ( Orisas) saints, that Africans
during slavery, were able to maintain their spiritual contact
with their ancestors and their motherland. Yemanja was the
mother of all the Orisas and she was also known as the Orisha of the ocean.
Dem Africans were able to make boball on dem colonists,
meh ancestors fool dem fuh so. Just like deh fool dem with
Shango, saying he was St. John the Baptist; we people tell
dem British and dem Roman Chatolics dat Yemanja was de
patron saint named St. Anns. Dem thought we black people is
dotish and pagan. Dem didn’t know den, dat we kept we religion whole to overcome de brutality. Today, every year de
people who live by de sea make a pilgrimage to Yemanja.
Dey asked she for great abundance when dey go fishing an
dey ask her for help wid de other Orisas.
Ah remember one time meh friend named Sharon was possessed by Yemanja. She became ah horse, and began to
whine on de beach in de sand, moving she body like ah water
snake, while de drums continue to beat. She “sisters” were all
carrying candles to light up de path for Yemanja. Sharon, as
far as ah know, is still ah “god daughter”.
Den dere was dis ooman, whose son drowned de day before
one of dem holidays. She bauled for so, and continued to baul
down de place de next day for dey no find she boy child—
she oldest to boot.
She asked Babaloa for help. He tell she “tuh take ah shiny
new ten cents piece, not an old one, that you can put in de
sand, press it dong wid yuh heel till it get shiny, and tuh take
some milk from yuh left breast and then throw de milk and de
money in de sea.” De ooman tot tot hanging dong by she
belly. She no care. She squeeze an squeeze she breast till she
get de milk. Boy, dis ooman go try any thing tuh get she son
body back from de ocean. All she thinking is dat she want to
light up he grave and make it pretty on All Saints Night. De
babaloa tell she “tuh wait 24 hours and she go get she son
back.” De next day, Yemanja cough up she son oui, just like
jonah in de whale— and dat happen after dem say dey no go
find he body again. Dis ooman nah listen to dem fools. She
still go dong by de sea every time and bring offering tuh
Yemanja.
Dey say, Yemanja no happy wid dem government people
who say dey want tuh make we ah developed country.
Dem people who take charge ah de government, dem poisoning de fish an stinking up de water wid all de oil,
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and dat make yuh look like de pitch lake wid all dat tar on yuh
body. We nah treating Yemanja right, ah tell yuh.
All de other chemicals in de water make de fish come out wid
one eye, de people worry dat dey nah go be able tuh feed dey
family, an dey family go starve. Dat’s why dey pray tuh Yemanja. Me modder tell meh Yemanja make de wind go
“whoosh, whoosh, whoosh” so de fisherman boats can go fast,
out dere in de ocean. Dey use de conch shell tuh call on she
when dey out dere and dey need ah wind tuh bring dem back
home. Ah hear Yemanja mad, mad fuh so. Meh Tanty V say dat
dem white people start dey foolishness again saying de Africans
nastying up de waters. Eh, eh oh geed, what happen tuh dem
highfulutin’ people. Dey doh know we “independent now” Dey
still think massa day here. Meh Tanty say, feel fuh spite tuh
call on Yemanja to bring ah storm tuh keep dem from burning
dey skin tuh look like we. We better look out, dey go think we
have tuh bow dong tuh dem soon. Meh modder cut in like 610
radio an say when Yemanja mad, she always call up ah hurricane an blow of de roof tops an flatten the houses fuh sure. This
is what she go do tuh dem white people up dere in Gasparee.
Dey better watch out.
Elder I-Marts Martin
playing Bass Drum at
the 111th Earthlight Ilebration of H.I.M. Haile
Selassie 1st, in Montague, Massachusetts.
Elder brought spirit to
the day’s proceedings as
he did years earlier as
the Bass drum player for
Ras Michael and the
Sons of Negus, the legendary Jamaican Nayabinghi Roots musical
group.
Photo By Bro. Joel Heaton © 2003
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The Law & Order of the Boboshanti Salvation.
Boboshanti livity is of ancient times, this is because we
Boboshanti come to show Christ that we believe in him
through the works of Moses. Some people in this world
would say how they can'
t live the life because it hard, but it
has nothing to do with how hard it is because we should all
know in the end our blessing would be most great & rewarding. How good and pleasant it would be to dwell in the most
secret places of The Most High together, forever.
The Boboshanti Tabernacle (Church) in Trinidad is located
in St.Joseph, Wharf Trace. Anyone is welcome to the Tabernacle once you are willing to abide by their rules and order.
Most of the laws concerning the Tabernacle are found in the
bible in the book of Leviticus. Also when you come to the
camp you can'
t wear white over black or have your hair in a
rubber band or anything like that. When one enters the camp
he or she must face East and say a pray out loud, all
Boboshanti pray towards the East at 6 am in the morning, 12
in the afternoon and at 6 again in the evening everyday. At
the tabernacle the praying starts 30mins earlier since it includes drumming and chanting, you cannot enter into the
tabernacle without removing all material things from your
pockets, like money, jewelry. On the camp food is prepared
everyday to feed those living on the camp and those visiting,
everything on the camp is free. The Sabbath is on Saturdays
but starts on Friday 6pm and ends on Saturday 6pm, the reason it starts from Friday is because you have to prepare
yourself spiritually for it and also because we follow Ethiopian calendars which says the Sabbath is on Saturdays.
January 2005
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During the Sabbath no work is to be done
or money to be spent. On a first Sabbath all
Boboshanti fast from 12am Saturday till
6pm Saturday, the first Sabbath is the first
Sabbath of each month. On a Sabbath we
dress in all white, from our turban to robe.
The turban and robe also comes from the
old testament, the Boboshanti order is an
order of Priesthood and this is how it was in
the old testament, the Priests wore turbans
and robes, most Boboshanti only wear the
robe or all white clothes on the Sabbath, if
someone was new and was learning about
the culture for him to earn his turban and
become part of the church, he/she would
have to show the Priests that he/she has
gained the respect and honor, the understanding, knowledge and wisdom of the
Boboshanti culture so that he/she would be
granted to wear the turban. Empresses don'
t
wear turbans though, they wear a long scarf
over their locks to cover them from the
public. To become a Priest in the church
you have to prove to the High Priests that
you are dedicated to the church and are
willing to serve the church forever, if you
are not a Priest you are a Prophet, the difference is that, the Priest carry out the duties around the altar, and the prays at the
time, the Prophets are the ones who would
reason and talk with you, the Priest also
does this, you can become a Priest anytime
once you can dedicate yourself to the
church.
Celebrations : January 7th - Christmas Day
July 23rd - Haile Selassie Earth Day
November 25th - Coronation of King
Selassie (Dress in gold robe and turban)
August 1st - Emancipation Day
August 12th - Marcus Garvey Earth Day
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CABOOSE TO ZION RECORDING STUDIO 1-413-665-3899

For a music that was born from the improvised
Caribbean nation of Jamaica, reggae has enjoyed
an enduring popularity, As proof of this, one only
has to look at the way the genre has been wholeheartedly embraced, Reggae has always been extremely popular here in the Pioneer valley of
Western Massachusetts and bands like the
Equalities and Loose Caboose have enjoyed long
careers.
What started as a private party, blossomed
Into the Charlemont Reggae Festival.
WEE People Productions, the brainchild of
Matthew DiBenedetti of Mad Max Catering in
Charlemont and Ras Jahn Bullock, lead singer of
Loose Caboose, “We were just going to have a
party and invite Loose Caboose to play,” Mr.
DiBenedetti said. “Then we thought it would be
fun to share that party with the general public and
have the first reggae music concert at the fairgrounds,” he added. Mr. DiBenedetti, whose parents own and operate the Plantation Restaurant in
Charlemont, said local officials have been very
cooperative, “People here have been very supportive of our efforts and local police have been cooperative in helping with security for the event.
After a couple of years break the festival was
revived by Ras Abdul Baki & Ras Jahn Bullock
in 1998. “My idea for this Reggae Fest is to make
it a West County celebration,” said Baki, a native
of Bali who now resides in Charlemont. “We are
trying to make it a family event so you can bring
the kids and just enjoy the whole day.”
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Ras Abdul Baki
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PAST PERFORMERS
Loose Caboose - Abdul Baki & The New Roots— Soullution
Black Rebels— Journalist Bandoo— Reincarnation—
Kunduz
The Alchenistics— Gaia Roots -- The Equalites—
New Horizon— Zionheart Nayabinghi Theocracy— Preecha
Courtney Morris— Oligitz— New Lions— One Love—
I– Rebel Soul— Ras Moon — Nyabinghi All Stars
Zion Initation— African Roots.

PANAMA RASTAFARI SUMMIT
IN MAY 2005
COLON, PANAMA
No. 3
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TRINIDADIAN AUTHOR AND PLAYWRIGHT
Zeno Obiageli Constance

Greetings and Blessings,
Look forward for our new CD The Seed OF Love,
release date and celebration is July 27th.
The group SouLLution came into being in 1995
when Ras David and Ian I came together and sang
harmonies on acoustic guitars. In the year 2000
SouLLution released their First CD entitled
"Uplift With Sound" and gathered together musicians for the live band. The CD has been very successful, it's now played on radio stations around
the world (thanks in part to Reggae Ambassadors
Worldwide) and is now available at online music
stores. As for the band, their live performances
have generated a positive vibe for the group in the
North Eastern U.S.
SouLLution combines their solid Roots Reggae
foundation with Latin and Hip-Hop flavors along
with Melodic Vocal Harmonies and Innovative
Musicianship. This summer SouLLution is planning to embark on the largest tour they have had,
including reggae festivals, opening for famous acts
and by themselves performing the SouLLution
experience. Please be in contact with us so we can
work together and "Uplift With Sound".
WWW.EARTHFORCEMUSIC.COM

Zeno Obi Constance

Zeno Obiageli Constance is a teacher, playwright,
basketball official. He has written books on the
Calypso— Poet and Prophet, a career biography of
Brother Valentino and Tassa, Chutney and Soca—
the East Indian contribution to
Calypso. He has also published in two volumes—
Sheer Genius— a collection of 14 of his plays. Constance became aware of the events of 1970 in the
mid seventies while a student at the University of
the West Indies, St. Augustine and a member of
the Black Research and Cultural Committee, an
affiliate of the National Joint Action Committee.
Since then he has continued to impart his knowledge of the period through his plays
Flight Through Fantasy (1983),
Dragon Slayer Dream (1990) and De Roaring 70’s
(1994).
He is secretary of the Secondary Schools Drama
Association and a teacher at the Fyzabad Composite School.

"Today, the women of the world are not content only to live as housewives. In most countries they are striving harder
and harder for higher education so that they may participate in the civic duties of their community and nation. In time of
war, women like men, have served and some of them have fought side by side with the men. ………..H.I.M Haile Selassie
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By Ras Iral Jabari
The focus of our response to this subject will be with respect to the
resulting psychological and mental damage through which slavery and
colonialism have affected our brothers
and sisters even until this present
era.
The island of Barbados, which had never
changed hands from the British
colonizers, became a tropical laboratory for the subtle brain-washing of
our Afrikan antecedents. In 1710,
Codrington College in the parish of
St.John, was established as the leading
theological institution in the
Eastern Caribbean. Its clergy allowed
the teaching of reading and writing
to their slaves from an early stage of
its inception. This, coupled with
the teaching of a Caucasian image being
portrayed in most statues and
paintings at their churches created a
sense of cultural contradiction as
well as self-denial by In the early
18th century, there is reference to the
white Barbadian plantation owner,
William Lynch (Willie Lynch), who was
so successful in his strategies of divisiveness among his servants and
slaves in the parish of St.George that
he was invited by the planters of the
Carolinas in the United States of America to implement his devious schemes
there also. our forefathers.
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His infamous speech of 1712 still rings in
our ears in which he instructed his fellow
slave-owners to instill fear, envy and mistrust in their human chattel, He claimed that
his method of division could be used by family members or overseers and would be effective even after 300 years (2012). He
stated,'' Don't forget, you must pitch the
old black vs. The young black males, and
the young black male against the old black
male. You must use the dark slaves against
the light skinned slaves. You must use the
female vs the male and the male vs the female. You must have your servants and overseers distrust all Blacks but it is necessary
that your slaves trust and depend on us. They
must love, respect and trust only us.' Eventually, in 1816, when Barbados experienced
one of its most renowned slave rebellions,
many slaves of the plantations in the vicinity of the Codrington Estate did not even
feel inclined to become involved in the
uprising even though the conditions and opportunities to press for emancipation from
slavery were favourable.Let us not forget
that at this period in European history, the
British had become convinced that, as
Granville Sharp and William Wilberforce
agreed, the time for the emancipation of
slaves had come to fruition since they had
been christianized and hence qualified for
their freedom. In the wider Caribbean
however, folk religions emerged resulting in
retentions of ethno-cultural expression by
Afrikan descendants in the Diaspora thus
maintaining a connection with our own deities. In Jamaica, for example, the Rastafari
elders have always contended the reason for
Jamaicans, who were of Afrikan descent,
evolving into what we now call the Rastafari
Movement, was mainly because they had rejected the accepted theologies and religions
of the day that promoted a more Euro-centric
concept of Christianity. The black man and
woman had suffered enough as far as respect
for themselves was concerned and how their
race had contributed to the development of
civilization worldwide. They had lost their
identity and were more comfortable associating themselves with western values.
Continued on page 13...
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Continued from page 12
The crowning of an Ethiopian monarch, Emperor Haile Selassie I on King David's
throne on November 2nd 1930 therefore began a healing process in the minds and
psyches of blacks in the Diaspora who
yearned for a realistic African God-head
to direct their spiritual energies towards.
Returning to Barbados, it must be noted
that the island consisted of 212
different denominations of the Christian
faith even just a few years ago. The case
of Trinidad and Surinam, for example, was
not the same with the existence of diverse
religious _expression which certainly exposed our Afrikan descendants to the
plethora of Oriental cultures and spirituality.
The result of all of this post-slavery
trauma has resulted in many Barbadians
having great difficulty in acknowledging
their Afrikan heritage. These blackskinned, predominantly well educated ,
Barbadians, as well as those who are classified as working-class and grassroots,
still avoid discussing subjects associated
with race, Afrika, discrimination, identity etc. They have more confidence when
white Barbadians are involved in their
business ventures. They abhor working for
black employers. In the hotel industry,
they prefer if they did not have to serve
black visitors. These are but a few of the
grim realities of the effects of psychological and mental devastation on our
brothers and sisters who have until this
day suffered the throes of the postslavery traumatic syndrome. Let's pray
that better
days are
coming.
Peace and Love,
Ras Iral Jabari
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Professor Ekwueme Michael Thelwell.
Speaking on the Origins of Rastafari @ The
Western Massachusetts Rastafari Cultural
Committee’s (W.M.R.C.C) July 23rd. 2003
Earthlight Ilebration of His Imperial Majesty
Haile Selassie 1st. in Montague,
Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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( Photo by Bro. Joel Heaton. ) © 2003.
Professor Ekwueme Michael Thelwell:
Has written numerous essays, stories and articles for The Black Scholar, Negro Digest, Partisan Review, Village Voice, and other publications, he is the author of the novel (The Harder
They Come, 1980); and a collection of essays
(Duties, Pleasures, and Conflicts, 1987).
He has recently completed the autobiography
of the late civil rights leader Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Ture) titled, “Ready for Revolution.” the book traces Carmichael’s journey
from Trinidad to Africa, to student activist
with SNCC to the Black Panther Party.
Kwame Toure was born in Trinidad, W.I.
Stokely Carmichael (Kwame Toure) died in
Guinea in 1998.
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